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Using accurate first-principles calculations based on many-body perturbation theory we predict
that two-dimensional MoS2 hosts edge excitons with universal character, intrinsic to the existence of
edges and lying well below the onset of bulk features. These excitons are largely insensitive to edge
terminations or orientation, persisting even in the presence of metallic screening at zigzag edges,
with large binding energies of ∼0.4 eV. Additional excitons can also emerge in ultranarrow ribbons,
or as a function of the chemical nature of the termination. The chemical, structural, and electronic
similarities with Se- or W-based transition-metal dichalcogenides suggest that these optical features
could be common in this class of materials.
In the field of two-dimensional (2D) materials,
transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMD) have attracted
great interest in the last few years [1, 2] thanks to the
wide range of physical properties they exhibit, from su-
perconductivity [3–5] to charge density waves [6, 7], topo-
logical [8–11] and excitonic order [12]. Among these,
group-VI TMDs, based on either tungsten or molybde-
num, were the first semiconducting 2D materials to be
explored [13, 14]. Their direct band gap [15] enhances
light-matter interactions, revealing a wealth of optical
properties: photoluminescence [15, 16], radiative pro-
cesses [17, 18], dark excitons [19–22], exciton-plasmon
interactions [23–28], chiral and defect effects [29–32], ex-
citon tuning through substrate [33, 34] and interlayer in-
teractions [35–39], as well as complex excitations like tri-
ons [40–43] and biexcitons [44–46].
Although initially most efforts were devoted to the
investigation of extended 2D TMDs, it was soon real-
ized that in finite-size systems, such as nanoribbons or
triangular islands, mid-gap states emerge and are local-
ized at the edges [47–50]. As a consequence, the energy
gap is significantly reduced close to the edge, but still
remains finite for armchair (AC) terminations [49, 51].
On the contrary, in zigzag (ZZ) edges the gap closes
and the edge states become metallic, thus forming one-
dimensional (1D) wires of free carriers [48, 49, 51]. This
different behaviour is due to the polar nature of TMDs
that gives rise to a polar discontinuity across ZZ edges;
this discontinuity smoothly decreases as a function of ori-
entation, disappearing for AC terminations [51–54]. Free
carriers at the edges will emerge above a critical width
to screen the bound polarization charges associated with
the polar discontinuity [55]. This behaviour is analogous
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to the emergence of a 2D electron gas at the interface
between bulk insulating perovskites such as LaAlO3 and
SrTiO3 [56]. Remarkably, the existence of edge states
in TMDs has been confirmed in experiments using scan-
ning tunneling spectroscopy [47, 48], with additional ex-
perimental evidence that can be inferred from the ob-
servation of edge-localized room-temperature photolumi-
nescence [57], non-linear optical responses [58, 59], and
enhanced electrochemical H2 evolution [60].
Such metallic edge states have the potential to host
promising applications, as they are predicted, among
other things, to become magnetic [61–64], to sustain edge
plasmons [65], to bind efficiently Li atoms [66], and to
exhibit catalytic properties [67, 68]. This is particularly
relevant for nanoribbons (NRs): edges play a dominant
role in determining their properties, which are then sensi-
tive to functionalizations [69, 70], edge terminations [63]
and edge roughness [71, 72]. A systematic exploration of
such theoretical predictions could now be experimentally
achievable thanks to recent developments in the realiza-
tion of atomically flat edges [73], including the growth of
nanoribbons, either isolated [74] or embedded in a differ-
ent 2D material [75, 76].
In this Letter we use accurate first-principles many-
body approaches based on many-body perturbation the-
ory (GW ) and the Bethe-Salpeter Equation (BSE) [77] to
investigate the impact of edge states on the optical prop-
erties of finite-size TMDs. By considering MoS2 ZZ-NRs
as a prototypical example, we argue for the presence of
additional edge excitons that are clearly distinguishable
from bulk spectral features of the extended MoS2 mono-
layer. These excitons arise from edge-localized states and
can be classified as inter- and intra-edge excitons. De-
spite the metallic character of the edges, we predict a
large binding energy in both cases, as a consequence of
ineffective screening in reduced dimensionality. The anal-
ysis of the width dependence of GW -BSE spectra shows
that inter-edge excitons disappear for sufficiently large
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2FIG. 1. Ball-and-stick model of the top (a) and lateral (b)
view of a N = 2 MoS2 ZZ-NR, with the Mo-edge passivated
with S-dimers. Mo and S are represented in blue and or-
ange, respectively. In (a) we highlight with gray shading the
non-primitive orthorhombic cell of 2D MoS2: its repetition
along the armchair direction defines the width parameter N
for zigzag NRs, i.e. N = 2 in this case.
NRs, while intra-edge features are robust and would be
accessible in experimentally available samples [78]. We
choose isolated MoS2 NRs with ZZ edges, not only be-
cause the polar discontinuity and the metallic character
are maximized, but also because these are expected to be
more stable [47, 49, 79, 80] and are indeed typically ob-
served in experiments [47, 50, 57, 73]. As shown in Fig. 1,
such NRs can be considered as resulting from a finite
number N of repetitions of the bulk 2D orthorhombic
cell (non-primitive) along the transverse AC direction,
then replicated indefinitely along the longitudinal ZZ di-
rection. As a result of the non-centrosymmetric nature
of the parent material, ZZ NRs then naturally display a
S- and a Mo-terminated edge. In the following we will
consider bare S-edges and Mo-edges passivated with sul-
fur dimers (see Fig. 1), which were predicted to be the
most stable configurations in standard experimental con-
ditions [79, 81]. Alternative terminations of the Mo-edge,
such as bare or S-monomer passivation, are also investi-
gated and the corresponding results are reported in the
Supplemental Material (SM) [82]. As we shall discuss
below, the novel excitonic features we have identified are
actually independent of the precise edge termination.
We start by considering the band structure of narrow-
width ZZ-NRs obtained by using the local-density ap-
proximation (LDA) to density-functional theory as im-
plemented in Quantum ESPRESSO [83, 84] and by
including many-body corrections within the so-called
G0W0 approach [77] using the yambo code [85, 86]. Fig-
ure 2 displays the LDA (gray lines) and G0W0 (blue dots)
band structure for N = 2 (a) and N = 3 (c) MoS2 ZZ-
NRs, corresponding to widths of 1.11 and 1.65 nm re-
spectively. Irrespective of the level of theory and of the
width of the NR, three edge-localized states cross the
Fermi level, arising from the polar discontinuity between
MoS2 and vacuum across the edge of the NR [51, 53].
The comparison between the results for N = 2 and N = 3
shows that these edge-localized bands are nearly indepen-
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FIG. 2. Electronic band-structures (a,c) and optical absorp-
tion spectra (b,d) for the N = 2 (a,b) and N = 3 (c,d)
MoS2 ZZ-NRs, respectively. Panels a and c: Gray solid lines
and blue dots correspond to the LDA Kohn-Sham and to the
G0W0 bands, respectively, where the Fermi level has been
set to zero. Panels b and d: Blue dotted curves (GW -IP)
represent the optical absorption spectra as obtained accord-
ing to the independent particle approximation by considering
the GW corrected energies and the LDA Kohn-Sham orbitals,
whereas black solid curves (GW -BSE) correspond to the op-
tical absorption spectra with the inclusion of electron-hole
interaction within the GW -BSE scheme. In both cases, an
artificial Lorentzian broadening of 0.1 eV has been used for
convenience, while the relative oscillator strength of individ-
ual excitonic states is indicated by orange bars. The binding
energies Eb of the most relevant peaks, i.e. E1 and E2, are
indicated in panels b and d, while the peak composition in
terms of single-particle transitions is indicated by red (E1)
and green (E2) circles in panels a and c, where full (empty)
symbols stand for occupied (empty) states.
dent of the NR width, at variance with the bulk extended
states.
The different spatial localization results into different
self-energy corrections to the LDA bands when Coulomb
interactions are taken into account at the G0W0 level.
An accurate treatment beyond the simplified ‘scissor-
and-stretching’ correction scheme is thus required for
a reliable description of the whole quasi-particle band-
structure (see details in the SM [82]).
3The optical absorption spectra for N = 2 (b) and
N = 3 (d) MoS2 ZZ-NRs are also reported in Fig. 2,
beside the corresponding band structures. The blue dot-
ted curves indicate the optical spectra obtained with-
out the effect of electron-hole (e-h) interactions, thus di-
rectly reflecting the independent-particle optical transi-
tions (GW -IP) and the energy differences of the G0W0-
corrected bands depicted with blue dots in panels a and
c, respectively. The black curves represent the spectra
obtained by including e-h interactions within the GW -
BSE scheme, where the effect of the metallic limit q → 0
on the screened Coulomb interaction has been taken into
account (see SM [82] for further details). For the latter,
we also report (with orange bars) the individual exci-
tonic states obtained from the diagonalization of the BSE
Hamiltonian, where the bar height encodes the relative
optical strength of the excitations.
Focusing on the low-energy part of the spectrum,
namely on the region below 2 eV, we note that for the
thinner system (N = 2) two peaks appear, hereafter la-
belled E1 and E2. They are located at 0.55 and 1.49
eV, i.e. well-below the optical onset of the 2D parent
material which is dominated by two absorption peaks
(usually labelled A and B) at 1.88 and 2.03 eV [15]. In
addition, the comparison with the GW -IP spectrum al-
lows us to extract the binding energy Eb of each peak,
which amounts to 0.21 and 0.41 eV, respectively, much
smaller than that of the A and B peaks for 2D-MoS2
that is close to 1 eV [87] in vacuum. These observations
suggest that E1 and E2 have a rather different origin
with respect to the A and B peaks of 2D-MoS2. This
is further supported by the fact that bulk-like excitons,
with a Bohr radius of about 1 nm [87], are expected to
shift to significantly higher energies in NRs in view of
quantum confinement effects, while the E1 and E2 peaks
appear at lower energies with respect to the bulk exci-
tons. In order to gain insight into the nature of these
excitations, we analyze the composition of the E1 and E2
peaks. The E1 peak originates from a single excitation,
which mainly arises from the combination of transitions
between metallic edge states almost at the center of the
Brillouin Zone (BZ), as shown by red full (empty) circles
in Fig. 2a that highlight the valence (conduction) states
involved. In particular, occupied and empty states are lo-
calized on opposite edges, thus forming an “inter-edge”
exciton, with the valence states localized on the S-edge
and the conduction states on the S-dimer terminating
the Mo-edge (see the excitonic wave-function in Fig. 3a
and the electronic-density distributions of the states in-
volved in the single-particle transitions as reported in
the SM [82]). By enlarging the width of the nanoribbon
(N = 3) the single-particle states contributing to the
formation of the E1 peak will still be the same (localized
on opposite edges), leaving a largely unchanged exciton
wave-function analogous to the one shown in Fig. 3a for
the N = 2 case. However, the vanishingly small overlap
results in a suppression of the corresponding absorption
peak (see inset of Fig. 2d).
FIG. 3. Square modulus of the exciton wavefunctions for the
strongest excitations contributing to the absorption peaks.
For the N = 2 ZZ-NR optical spectrum we show the results
for both the E1 (a) and E2 (b) peaks while for the the N =
3 case we show the E2 (c) peak only, the wave-function of
the E1 peak remaining unchanged. In all cases the excitonic
wavefunction represents the electron distribution (red (green)
for the E1 (E2) peak) for a given hole position (cyan circle)
that has been fixed in order to maximize the density of the
initial states contributing to the main transitions building the
corresponding exciton state (see red and green full-circles in
Fig. 2a and c).
A similar analysis shows that the E2 peak is built up
by several excitations, as indicated by orange bars in
Fig. 2b-d. By analyzing the strongest contribution to the
peak, we recognize an “intra-edge” character of the exci-
ton, which mainly involves transitions located at about
one fifth of the BZ, corresponding to edge-states local-
ized on the Mo-edge, and transitions near the edge of the
BZ, coupling an extended valence state and a conduction
state located on the S-edge (see green full (empty) cir-
cles in Fig. 2a-c, the exciton wave-functions in Fig. 3b-c
and the electronic-density distributions of the states in-
volved in the single-particle transitions as reported in
the SM [82]). The electronic density of the exciton wave-
function present on the Mo-edge for the E2 in the case of
N = 2 (Fig. 3b) vanishes by enlarging the width of the
4nanoribbon (N = 3) resulting in an excitation localized
on a single edge (Fig. 3c).
The above analysis allows us also to rationalize the op-
tical properties when varying the NR width. Indeed, by
comparing the spectra for N = 2 and N = 3 (Fig. 2b and
d) it is clear that the oscillator strength of E1 becomes
vanishingly small for N = 3 (see inset), while E2 remains
optically active, with the contribution to the peak being
limited to a single excitation for the wider NR. These
results can be traced back to the fact that E1 presents
spatial distributions for electrons and holes that are lo-
calized on opposite edges, with a suppression of their
overlap –and thus of the exciton optical activity– for suf-
ficiently large widths. On the contrary, E2 retains a finite
oscillator strength because the electron and hole spatial
distributions are localized on the same side. For the same
reason, the analysis of the composition of E2 shows that
also the energy position, binding energy and character of
the excitations remain nearly the same by increasing the
width.
We remark that, according to previous investiga-
tions [49, 51], mid-gap edge states arise irrespective of
the details of the edge orientation (ZZ or AC) or passi-
vation. Since the main excitonic properties investigated
for the S-dimer termination are intimately related to the
presence of such edge states, we expect them to be a com-
mon feature for NRs with different edge passivations. To
support this, we have computed the GW -BSE optical
spectrum also for the S-monomer and the bare-edge ter-
minations [82]. In all cases, both inter- and intra-edge
excitons have been identified below the bulk onset. As
summarized in Table I, the energy positions and binding
energies of E1 and E2 are almost independent of the Mo-
edge termination (S-dimer, S-monomer and bare-edge).
For the intra-edge peak E2, results for both N = 2 and
N = 3 are reported, while the properties of the inter-
edge peak E1 are provided only for N = 2 since it be-
comes optically dark when the NR width is further in-
creased (see discussion above). Analogous calculations
for AC NRs [88] show that similar edge-related excitons
below the main bulk features are present also for different
edge orientations, although with possibly slightly differ-
ent energies. We thus have that the E1 and E2 peaks
exist independently of the edge termination or orienta-
tion, confirming the robustness and the universal charac-
ter of these two excitations. In particular, the intra-edge
E2 exciton remains unaffected in larger system sizes and
should thus be visible not only in NRs but also at the
edge of larger samples, as a clear peak red-shifted with
respect to the bulk A and B excitons.
In all cases considered here for MoS2 ZZ-NRs, the edge
states become metallic as a consequence of the polar dis-
continuity across the NR edge, irrespective of the details
of the edge passivation [51]. The existence of excitons in
such metallic systems [89] is a very interesting feature, as
the strong screening of Coulomb interactions in metals is
supposed to suppress excitonic resonances on short time
scales [90–92]. Nonetheless, in reduced dimensionalities
TABLE I. Energies and binding energies (in eV) of the E1 and
E2 excitonic peaks as a function of the Mo-edge termination
and of the nanoribbon width N .
E1 (Eb) E2 (Eb)
N = 2 N = 2 N = 3
Bare 0.50 (0.23) 1.53 (0.36) 1.47 (0.40)
S-monomer 0.68 (0.25) 1.51 (0.39) 1.42 (0.42)
S-dimer 0.55 (0.21) 1.49 (0.41) 1.49 (0.39)
screening is less effective, leaving a residual electron-hole
interaction to form bound pairs. For example, excitons
were predicted [93, 94] and experimentally observed [95]
in 1D semi-metallic carbon nanotubes. Also in MoS2 ZZ-
NRs, metallic screening from the polarization-induced
edge states (correctly accounted for in our calculations
even in the q → 0 limit as specified in [82]) is not ef-
fective in suppressing completely the edge-localized ex-
citons identified here, although the binding energy is re-
markably smaller than for bulk excitons. In conclusion,
we have studied the electronic and optical properties of
zigzag MoS2 NRs as a function of the NR width and
of the Mo-edge termination by means of accurate GW -
BSE computational methods. We have found that these
systems present distinct low-energy optical features that
are strictly connected to the emergence of mid-gap states
localized at the edges: an inter-edge excitonic peak, pe-
culiar of ultranarrow ribbons, emerging from the inter-
action between states localized at opposite edges, and a
width-independent, intra-edge excitation involving states
localized on the same edge of the ribbon. The existence of
the latter excitons is robust and universal, irrespective of
the edge orientation and termination. In particular, the
width-indepedent intra-edge exciton is expected in the
optical spectrum not only of narrow ribbons, but also of
larger samples, as a clear, edge-localized peak at ener-
gies below the bulk 2D excitons. Remarkably, the sim-
ilarities in the chemical properties and electronic band
structure between all group-VI TMDs, such as MoSe2
and WS2, hint at these optical features being even more
general. In the specific case of zigzag nanoribbons con-
sidered here, the edge states involved in the excitations
become metallic as a consequence of the polar disconti-
nuity across the edges [51], thus forming 1D dimensional
wires of free carriers. The finite binding energy reported
for the edge-localized excitons thus shows that metallic
screening is not effective in 1D, reinforcing similar con-
clusions on semimetallic carbon nanotubes [93, 94].
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S1
Supplemental Material for
“Intrinsic edge excitons in two-dimensional MoS2”
S1. METHODS
Simulations of the ground-state properties of MoS2
zigzag nanoribbons (NRs) were performed using a first-
principles implementation of density-functional theory
(DFT) based on plane waves and pseudopotentials, as
available in the Quantum ESPRESSO distribution [83,
84]. The local density approximation (LDA) within the
Perdew Zunger parametrization [96] was adopted for the
exchange-correlation potential, together with norm con-
serving pseudopotentials, with a 65-Ry energy cutoff on
the wavefunctions. The supercell size was set to twice
the width of the ribbons considered along the transversal
direction and to 20 A˚ in the direction perpendicular to
the ribbon plane, in order to prevent interaction between
periodic replicas. Moreover, the electrostatic potential
in the direction perpendicular to the ribbon plane was
corrected by using the Otani-Sugino approach [97]. The
(whole) Brillouin zone (BZ) was sampled by using a 1
×12 × 1 k-point grid, and atomic positions were fully
relaxed until forces were smaller than 26 meV/A˚ while
the equilibrium lattice parameter along the NR was ob-
tained by fitting the equation of state with a third-order
polynomial.
The quasiparticle and optical absorption properties
were subsequently computed within the framework of
many-body perturbation theory [77], according to the
GW -BSE scheme. Calculations were performed by us-
ing the yambo code [85, 86]. Quasi-particle corrections
to the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues were calculated within the
G0W0 approximation for the self-energy operator, where
the dynamic dielectric function was obtained within the
plasmon-pole approximation [98]. The Coulomb poten-
tial was truncated by using a box-shaped cutoff to remove
the long-range interaction between periodic images and
simulate isolated systems [99]. The BZ was sampled with
a 1× 48× 1 k-point grid. A kinetic energy cutoff of 7 Ry
was used to represent the screening matrix, and the sum-
over-states in the calculation of the polarization function
(Green’s function) was truncated at 1000 (1000) bands,
corresponding to 30 eV above the Fermi level.
The optical absorption spectra were then computed as
the imaginary part of the macroscopic dielectric function
ε starting from the solution of the BS equation in order
to take into account electron-hole interaction. The static
screening in the direct term was calculated within the
random-phase approximation, with the same parameters
as for GW calculations. Converged excitation energies
were obtained considering respectively five valence and
five conduction bands in the BSE matrix, together with
the application of the Tamm-Dancoff approximation, af-
ter having verified that the correction introduced by cou-
pling the resonant and antiresonant part was negligible.
The full set of calculations presented in the main text
was performed by neglecting spin-orbit (SO) coupling,
which is expected not to alter the qualitative description
of optical spectra, as shown in Section S3.
S2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
For the G0W0 calculations, we set a tolerance of 10
meV in representative energy gaps at zone boundaries
to choose the main parameters (number of bands for the
sum-over-states and cut-off energy for the response func-
tion, see text) which have then been fixed to check the
convergence of G0W0 band structures and BSE spectra
with respect to the BZ sampling, as shown in Fig. S1.
The 1 × 48 × 1 k-point grid mentioned in the previous
section has been chosen as a good compromise in order
to reduce the computational load [100]; with such grid
we find that the binding energy of the excitonic peaks
differ by approximately 10 meV from the extrapolated
value for the infinite grid limit.
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FIG. S1. Convergence analysis of the GW -BSE calculations
vs k-point grid. (Top) Energy gaps at zone boundaries as a
function of the number of k-points along the ribbon axis for
the case of N = 2. The energy gaps ∆ are calculated at Γ
and Y points, where the subscript Y1 (Y2) refers to the gaps
at the Y point between the valence band maximum and the
first (second) state above the Fermi level. (Bottom) Binding
energy of the E1 and E2 excitons as a function of the number
of k-points along the ribbon axis for the case of N = 2.
We remark that we need to compute self-energy cor-
rections for the whole BZ, and for each band enter-
ing the BSE calculations, since approximated correction
schemes, such as ‘scissor-and-stretching’, cannot be ap-
plied in this case, as demonstrated by the plot of LDA
vs QP energy values for the N = 2 ribbon in Fig. S2(left
S2
panel). Interestingly, the metallic bands around the
Fermi level show remarkably different corrections with
respect to the bulk extended states, as can be seen from
the comparison with the corresponding electronic struc-
ture in the right panel of Fig. S2.
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FIG. S2. (Left) Analysis of the LDA and quasiparticle (QP)
enegies for the N = 2 NR, where the grey line is a linear fit.
The corresponding full electronic structures are reported in
the right panel.
S3. INCLUSION OF SPIN-ORBIT
INTERACTION
In order to check the validity of our results with respect
to the inclusion of spin-orbit (SO) effects, we have com-
puted the LDA electronic structure and the correspond-
ing independent-particle (IP) optical spectrum in pres-
ence of SO interaction for the N = 2 NR. The compari-
son of the LDA electronic structure (Fig. S3, left panel)
and the corresponding IP absorption spectrum with and
without SO (Fig. S3, right panel) shows that the effect
of SO coupling affects the spectrum only slightly, with-
out changing its characteristic features. In particular,
the two peaks investigated in the present work are still
present, with a redshift of about 0.1 eV.
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FIG. S3. Electronic band structure (left panel) and absorp-
tion spectrum (right panel) of the N = 2 NR with (red curves)
and without (black curves) SO coupling.
S4. TREATMENT OF THE METALLIC
SCREENING
In order to include the metallic limit (q → 0) in the de-
scription of the screened interaction for the construction
of the BSE kernel, we have adopted a specific procedure
that we discuss in the following. The usage of a trun-
cated potential to properly avoid spurious interactions
among replicas implies that our system is represented
as a quasi-1D system. In the long-wavelength limit, the
screened Coulomb interaction in 1D electronic systems
can be expressed in terms of Bessel functions through
the equation
W (q) =
4
(q + q0)2R2
[1− (q + q0)RK1((q + q0)R)] , (1)
or alternatively as
W (q) = − exp ((q + q0)2R2)Ei (−(q + q0)2R2) , (2)
where q0 and R are two parameters (namely the inverse
screening length and the typical transverse size of the
system) while K1 and Ei are the modified Bessel function
of second kind (with order 1) and the exponential integral
function (see for example [101] for reference). In our
computational approach to build the BSE [85] the only
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FIG. S4. Calculated (plus symbols) and fitted (full circles)
values of the screened Coulomb interaction (W ) as a function
of the transferred momentum q (expressed in units of q0, the
smallest value resulting from the discretization of the BZ).
Starting from the top of the figure, we show results for the
bare, S-monomer and S-dimer terminated Mo edges where
black (red) curves refer to N = 2(3). The fits have been
performed according to Eq. (1) for data starting from q = 1
and W (q = 0) has been evaluated accordingly. We can see
that in all the cases the fitted values agree very well with the
calculated ones.
point that is not well represented is the q = 0 one (or
the limit q → 0) since for every finite q the intraband
transitions are taken into account fully ab-initio while for
q = 0 only vertical inter-band transitions are included. In
order to correctly describe the q → 0 limit the W (q = 0)
contribution is evaluated by fitting the numerical data of
W (excluding the q=0 point) by Eq. (1). The result of
the fitting is shown in Fig. S4. Moreover, the fact that
the screened interaction can be well represented close to
q = 0 with the 1D analytical expression confirms the
quasi one-dimensional nature of our system.
  
FIG. S5. Side-view of the electronic density of the single-
particle states contributing to transitions building the E1
(left) and E2 (right) excitons for the N = 2 NR with S-dimer
termination. The densities corresponding to the valence (con-
duction) states are depicted in red (purple). For the E2 exci-
ton right and left-edge localized transitions are observed for
points close to Γ and Y in the reciprocal space.
S5. BARE-EDGE, S-MONOMER AND S-DIMER
TERMINATIONS
Before discussing the bare and the S-monomer ter-
mination we report the electronic density for the main
single-particle transition contributing to the formation
of the E1 and E2 peaks discussed in the main text in or-
der to complement the information given by the square-
modulus of the excitonic wave-functions. In Fig. S5 we
show the side-view electronic density for valence (ϕvk)
and conduction (ϕck) bands building up the strongest
excitonic states involved in the E1 and E2 peaks of the
N = 2 NR with S-dimer termination. We can clearly see
that while the transition for the E1 peak has an intra-
edge character connecting left and right edges, the E2
peak contains transitions that have an intra-edge nature
connecting valence and conduction states located on the
same edge of the ribbon.
To address the edge independence of the investigated
excitonic edge effects, we have performed a similar anal-
ysis to the one presented in the main text for S-dimer
termination. In particular we have studied the behaviour
of the optoelectronic properties for S-monomer and bare-
edge terminations of the Mo-edge of the NRs. In Fig. S6,
S7 and Fig. S8, S9 we report the results for the bare and
S-monomer termination respectively. They are presented
as in the main text, where we have analyzed the results
in terms of edge functionalization showing that the prop-
erties of the E1 and E2 excitons are almost insensitive to
the specific edge termination. We note that the optical
spectrum of the N = 3 NR with S-monomer termination
has an additional excitonic peak E3 close to the strongest
one E2, as indicated in purple in Fig. S8(d). Its compo-
sition in terms of single-particle transitions is indicated
in Fig. S8(c) with the same color coding.
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FIG. S6. Electronic band structures (a,c) and optical absorp-
tion spectra (b,d) in the case of bare Mo-edge termination for
the N = 2 (a,b) and N = 3 (c,d) Z-MoS2-NRs, respectively.
Panels a,c: Gray solid lines and blue dots correspond to the
LDA Kohn-Sham and to the G0W0 bands, respectively, where
the Fermi level has been set to zero. Panels b, d: Blue-dotted
curves (GW -IP) represent the optical absorption spectra as
obtained according to the independent particle approxima-
tion by considering the GW corrected energies and the LDA
Kohn-Sham orbitals, whereas black solid curves (GW -BSE)
correspond to the optical absorption spectra with the inclu-
sion of electron-hole interaction within the GW -BSE scheme.
In both cases, an artificial Lorentzian broadening of 0.1 eV
has been used for convenience, while the relative oscillator
strength of individual excitonic states is indicated by orange
bars. The binding energies Eb of the most relevant peaks,
i.e. E1 and E2, are indicated in panels (b, d), while the peak
composition in terms of single-particle transitions is indicated
by red (E1) and green (E2) dots in panels (a,c), where full
(empty) dot stands for occupied (empty) states.
FIG. S7. Exciton square wavefunctions for the strongest ex-
citations contributing to the E1 (a) and E2 (b) peak of the
N = 2 NR optical spectrum in the case of bare Mo-edge ter-
mination. The two excitonic square wavefunctions represent
the electron distribution for a given hole position (cyan circle)
that has been fixed in order to maximize the density of the
initial states contributing to the main transitions building the
corresponding exciton state (see red and green full-circles in
Fig. S6(a,c)).
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FIG. S8. Electronic band structures (a,c) and optical absorp-
tion spectra (b,d) in the case of S-monomer Mo-edge termina-
tion for the N = 2 (a,b) and N = 3 (c,d) Z-MoS2-NRs, respec-
tively. Panels a,c: Gray solid lines and blue dots correspond
to the LDA Kohn-Sham and to the G0W0 bands, respec-
tively, where the Fermi level has been set to zero. Panels b,
d: Blue-dotted curves (GW -IP) represent the optical absorp-
tion spectra as obtained according to the independent parti-
cle approximation by considering the GW corrected energies
and the LDA Kohn-Sham orbitals, whereas black solid curves
(GW -BSE) correspond to the optical absorption spectra with
the inclusion of electron-hole interaction within the GW -BSE
scheme. In both cases, an artificial Lorentzian broadening of
0.1 eV has been used for convenience, while the relative os-
cillator strength of individual excitonic states is indicated by
orange bars. The binding energies Eb of the most relevant
peaks, i.e. E1 and E2, are indicated in panels (b, d), while
the peak composition in terms of single-particle transitions
is indicated by red (E1) and green (E2) dots in panels (a,c),
where full (empty) dot stands for occupied (empy) states.
FIG. S9. Exciton square wavefunctions for the strongest ex-
citations contributing to the E1 (a) and E2 (b) peak of the
N = 2 NR optical spectrum in the case of S-monomer Mo-
edge termination. The two excitonic square wavefunctions
represent the electron distribution for a given hole position
(cyan circle) that has been fixed in order to maximize the
density of the initial states contributing to the main transi-
tions building the corresponding exciton state (see red and
green full-circles in Fig. S8(a,c)).
